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Stroke sequelae need to be addressed early and many can even be 
prevented. This is when physiotherapy starts a few days after the hospital 
release (or the admission may even be in the place of hospitalization 
itself), when there is an effort by the patient to resume functions and 
when the family or caregiver is engaged in stimulating the same. This 
facilitates the recovery of simple functions, such as posture changes 
from dorsal decubitus to sedestation, evolving to independent gait 
and more elaborate activities such as driving. In addition to increasing 
the chances of motor improvement, early and disciplined stimulation 
minimizes shortening and deformities such as those reflected by a 
spastic pattern (shortening for example of flexors muscles of fingers 
and wrist, biceps brachii and sural triceps generating deformities in 
flexion of wrist and fingers, elbow and plantar flexion) or poor limb 
positioning during the flaccid phase [1,2].

When considering the patient’s primary need for self-help, it is 
worth noting that brain injuries can lead to cognitive, emotional and 
behavioral changes, complicating the efforts that should be made in 
an active way by the patient, either in physiotherapy or at home. The 
patient – family – caregiver relationship is also part of this long – lasting 
rehabilitation process, which needs to be harmonious and effective, 
either to guide the patient to physiotherapy (or other professionals) 
and especially to follow and follow the guidelines provided by the 
professional. Even if all factors are promising, considering the brain 
injury itself, depending on the area and extent of aggravation, it may be 
a complex limiting the expected general recovery [3,4].

Some obstacles can compromise this fundamental involvement 
mentioned above, reducing the chances of a good prognosis. For 
example, those who intend to undergo neurological physiotherapy in 
Brazil through the Public Unique Health System - Sistema Único de 
Saúde, SUS - do not always start the service quickly (waiting list or 
reduced professional contingent) or are not attended more than once 
or twice a week, in sessions with minimum stimulation time. Climatic 
conditions can also interfere with the weekly access process to the 
physiotherapist, as in North American, European and Asian countries, 
during the rigorous winters, making it difficult for frequent doctor 
visits. And so, an illustrated guide using a simple description, based on 
the newest science evidence based indications, showing clear directions 
of exercise execution and the suppose level of difficulty, might be 
a useful tool between physiotherapist and patient, to compensate or 
optimize the lack of weekly sessions, objectifying higher gains and 
facilitating stroke recovery [5].

For guidance and practical assistance of some tasks that can be 
performed at home with the help of family members or caregiver, 
an illustrative manual is proposed, a basic guide to be followed for 

adequate primary stimulation (Annex 1). This proposal does not 
replace physiotherapy sessions, nor does it address the motor frame of 
each patient, therefore, it serves only as a guide and reminder of how to 
perform some of the many possibilities of stimulation. In any case, it is a 
sine qua non condition that exercises prescribed by the physiotherapist 
are performed, in order to achieve the best possible functional recovery 
within the specificity of the lesion.

Lomaglio and Perry [6] formulated a guide for the prescription of 
exercises after stroke based on scientific evidence. In this, they described 
frequency of 3-5 times per week for aerobic exercises, lasting 20 - 60 
minutes, which could be walking, exercise bicycle, cycloergometer 
(for upper or lower limbs) or even sports activities, depending on 
the patient’s motor capacity. As for the resisted, the practice should 
be 2 - 3 times a week, with 1 - 3 sets of 10 - 15 repetitions in 8 - 10 
exercises. Billinger, et al. [7] also advocate the prescription of aerobic 
activity, muscle strengthening, exercise use to reduce sedentary 
behavior, and secondary prevention of risk of another stroke episode. 
However, the manual here reproduces daily situations (such as 
change of position, transfer of load and gait) that do not fit directly 
into this didactic division suggested by the authors. Therefore, the 
physiotherapist should be based on the capacity and quality of the task 
performed by the patient, and then determine if the patient will do such 
activity by time, repetitions or any other form of measurement. The 
information in this manual is based on “The 2018 Guidelines for The 
Early Management of Patients with Stroke from The American Heart 
Association/American Stroke [5], from the HOPE – A Stroke Recovery 
Guide from the National Stroke Association” [8] in accordance with 
the The American Academy of Neurology [9], correlating with the 
possibility of execution by most patients. However, again emphasizing 
the non-approach of specific characteristics after stroke, for evading 
the scope of this communiqué.

The manual to subscribe makes use of colloquial language to 
facilitate the understanding of those to follow and to apply the 
information provided. It has images for the understanding of the 
positions to be adopted and arrows demonstrate the direction or action 
of the movement. Each exercise has a letter (E, I or D) that reinforces 
the probable difficulty level (Easy, Intermediate or Difficult) of the 
same, however, it is only a generalist form of classification, since it 
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does not consider the individuality of the patient. The progression 
of the exercises should occur through the analysis of the responsible 
physiotherapist, ascertaining the performance without compensations, 

done with adequate execution speed and when getting tired minimally 
with the repetitions [1]. No elaborate or advanced technique is used 
because the proposal is reproducibility at home (Figures 1-7).

Figure 1. Weight Bearing, Flexibility, and Movement Control Exercises for the Affected Upper Limb.

 Figure 2. Flexibility and Movement Control Exercises for the Affected Upper Limb.
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Figure 3. Moving from Lying Down to Sitting.

Figure 4. Weight Bearing, Flexibility, and Movement Control Exercises for the Affected Lower Limb
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Figure 6. Passing from Sitting to Standing, Exercise for Trunk Mobility and Weight Bearing in the Affected Member

Figure 5. Weight Bearing, Flexibility, and Movement Control Exercises for the Affected Lower Limb
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In the first service session, it is considered important to present this 
tool, selecting the exercises and demonstrating how to use the manual. 
On subsequent visits, the patient and family member (caregiver) 
should bring the same, address possible doubts and perform what 
was requested to verify the correct performance. Even at the time of 
discharge from physical therapy, it can be determined which activities 
to follow in order to maintain gains, prevent shortening, deformities 
and functional weakness [1,3,5].
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